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1. Introduction
Reading is a complex, yet widespread phenomenon, which relies on a vast and strategically
coordinated network of brain regions. Expert readers can fluently decipher once arbitrary contours
on a page into the meaning and sound constituents of thousands of words at rapid speeds, as if it
was an innate and natural ability. It is the extent and complexity of the linguistic and neural
development needed to become an expert reader and why it fails in otherwise healthy individuals
that are revealing of the nature of the human brain.
Recent progressions in neuroimaging techniques have allowed researchers to make more subtle
manipulations and valuable observations and of the reading network. Studies using positron
emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) have reasonably
established the spatial extent of the expert reading network. However, due to factors such as
technical constraints, researcher interests and linguistic complexities, the range of tasks used
alongside these modalities vary widely. Because of a wide spectrum of task demands, the cost to
the collective outcomes of research is that there is only partial agreement on the acute roles of
particular cortical regions. For example, single regions can be associated with multiple, readingrelevant processes (e.g. left AG is associated with semantic retrieval, attention and memory in
language paradigms (see Seghier, 2013 for a review)). Likewise, one process can be associated with
multiple, spatially distinct regions (e.g. word form recognition is associated with left
occipitotemporal region (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011) and fusiform gyrus (McCandliss et al, 2003).
While it may truly be the case that one region has multiple functions, or one cognitive process is
spread over multiple regions, it is also difficult to quantify the extent that neural activity is affected
by the niche requirements of tasks used to probe the reading response.
The general consensus from meta analytic data is that the reading network is distributed across the
left occipitotemporal area, fusiform gyrus and left cerebellum for orthographic processing,
phonological processing is distributed across the left superior temporal cortex, inferior frontal gyrus
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(IFG); and left parietal cortex; and the left IFG is heavily implicated in semantics (Turkletaub et al,
2002; Jobard et al, 2003; Vigneau et al, 2006, 2011; Cattinelli et al, 2013; McNorgan et al, 2015).
According to Reichle (2015), an overwhelming majority of the reading literature agrees that these
regions combine to form two routes for word and novel/nonword reading as was originally proposed
by Coltheart et al (2001). However, meta analytic work by Cattinelli et al (2013) proposes a third
attentional route that overlaps the word and nonword routes when mediated by lexical difficulty.
More recent findings suggest that word and nonword reading across orthographies and imaging
modalities manifest differently depending upon the demands of the cognitive paradigm (McNorgan
et al, 2015); but the extent of task demands remains uncertain if extraneous variables such as
orthographies and imaging modalities are not also controlled. Without establishing the extent of
this variance across tasks, there is heightened potential for unwitting bias and misinterpretations of
the neural signature for real word reading in future experiments.
To investigate the extent of variance introduced by differing methodological practices we focused on
the two most prevalent paradigms used to assess the typical reading network in neuroimaging:
single word reading (SWR) and the lexical decision task (LDT; Carrieras et al, 2007). SWR paradigms
can be conducted silently or aloud, to mimic typical reading processes. However, due to extra
scanning considerations such as breaking the scanning sequence for articulation, reading aloud
paradigms have the potential to incur excess noise in the data (Poeppel et al, 2001). On the flip side,
it is difficult to check a participant’s engagement in the task, or distinguish accurate from inaccurate
responses with passive silent reading. Successful completion of LDT paradigms involve
differentiating words from nonwords normally via a finger-tap method or articulation, so despite not
being as naturalistic of typical reading processes LDT is often favoured because participant
engagement, head movement; and accuracy can all be controlled (Perea et al, 2002; Carrieras et al,
2007). It is for these reasons that LDT is such a widely adopted paradigm; but only SWR paradigms
have been meta analysed in isolation due to their naturalistic relevance (Turkletaub et al, 2002). It
would be sensible to infer that LDT studies therefore warrant being quantitatively summated in their
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own right. Interestingly, it has been implied that because of the added decisional mechanism used
to generate the measured behavioural response in LDT relative to SWR, the two tasks are in fact
measuring overlapping behaviours (Carrieras et al, 2007). If this is the case, it would not be
unreasonable to suggest that the neural response from fMRI reading tasks are difficult to interpret
when aggregated for review purposes, for as long as the extent of the variance between tasks
remains unknown.
As is the nature of reviews, experimental techniques and the body of published work will continue to
advance, so regular calls for quantitative analyses to be conducted in dynamic fields such as the
neural basis of reading persist. In this case, the most recent meta analysis of reading to our
knowledge does not cover papers published 2011 (McNorgan et al, 2015), so opportunity for
inclusion of studies published post-2011 in a quantitative review exists. To compensate for the
inevitable fate of reviews eventually becoming outdated, meta analytic findings should aim to
enhance their relevance by predicting the outcomes of future experimentation. Therefore, due to
the increase in popularity of fMRI for neuroimaging research relative to PET, we have decided focus
on an all-fMRI data-set.
As with all meta analyses there is a trade-off between a refined research objective and the scope of
data up for inclusion large enough to gain statistical power. Herein so far, it is more commonplace
to prioritise power and summate data across languages, task type and imaging methods. An
unfortunate by-product of loose inclusion criteria is the accumulation of variance within the data,
which diminishes the clarity of the results (Turkletaub et al, 2002; Jobard et al, 2003; Vigneau et al,
2006 & 2011; Cattinelli et al, 2013). Although as previously stated, the ongoing cycle of publishing
means that more studies continue to be available for review. This means that there is now greater
opportunity to more tightly restrict inclusion criteria without much cost to statistical power, since a
greater volume of studies within a body of literature increases the likelihood of shared traits as well
as task differences. Thus, here we focus solely on studies conducted in the English language so task
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related differences can be assessed without the additional uncertainties introduced through nuances
between alphabetic orthographies.
To quantitatively summarise and compare the neural activation for each method, we use the
activation likelihood estimation (ALE) method. Unlike other cluster-based methods such as kernel
density analysis (KDA), the ALE algorithm employs a kernel permutation technique to test the null
hypothesis and assess effect size, whereby fMRI foci are used as novel data points plotted on a
template brain as Gaussian kernels, weighted by the number of participants that contributed
towards them. Since foci are weighted and permutations occur at the voxel-level, a high foci
resolution can be maintained with ALE and both whole brain and region of interest (ROI) studies
remain for inclusion. In turn, the availability of data is bolstered and statistical power of the findings
is relatively heightened (Eickhoff et al, 2012). However, because foci need to be overlaid on a
template brain, the ability of ALE to handle negative blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) values is
poor. It is a particular criticism of functional neuroimaging that negative BOLD values are poorly
understood in the context of human cognition and so are rarely reported (see Pasley, Inglis &
Freeman, 2007). Thus overly stringent algorithms which account for negative BOLD values such as
signed difference mapping (SDM) are deemed unnecessary for addressing our question at hand. For
these reasons, the ALE method is particularly advantageous for the current purpose.
A second and equally serious motive for conducting a meta analysis of reading lies in the fact that
the ALE algorithm has been used for several meta analyses published before 2016 (e.g. Turkletaub et
al, 2002 and McNorgan et al, 2015). Prior to 2016, the GingerALE software contained errors which
hindered the ability of the false discovery rate (FDR) to adequately correct results for multiple
comparisons (Eickhoff et al, 2016). In light of using newly-corrected FDR algorithms, we use the ALE
algorithm to investigate the spatial extent of task-specific activation differences between SWR and
LDT fMRI studies conducted in the English language published from 1990 to August-2014.
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As SWR is a deliberate and typical method of normal reading, we hypothesise that both the silent
and aloud tasks will elicit activity across the entirety of the word-specific and phonological routes in
the network. Alternatively, as LDT judgements include a decisional element emphasising visual word
forms, a distinguishable reduction in semantic and phonological activations is expected relative to
SWR, with activations related to decisional and motor planning mechanisms becoming apparent
(Gold & Shadlen, 2007; Vigneau et al, 2011). Since SWR and LDT tasks are the two most prolifically
used paradigms in clinical and cognitive research (Carrieras et al, 2007; McNorgan et al, 2015), the
potential impact of any task related demands cannot be underestimated.

2. Methods
2.1 Literature Search
Since a major objective of this meta analysis was to limit the variance in the findings, the ALE
method was seen as more favourable over other label and foci derived approaches for the
quantitative analysis. As opposed to label-driven methods, the ALE algorithm plots maxima voxel coordinates in 3D stereotactic space; and cortical regions are labelled secondarily. In 3D space foci are
plotted on a template brain as Gaussian distributions, the height and full width at half maxima
(FWHM) of which are determined by the group size from which the reported co-ordinates were
found. The larger the group size, the taller the kernel, the narrower the FWHM, the greater the
spatial-specificity of the plot and the better the statistical certainty that the voxel is associated with
a function as opposed to random noise. Kernel height at every voxel co-ordinate is plotted on a
histogram, which is then randomly permuted to create synthetic data-sets, by which the original
data compared via a series of t-tests. Regions of overlap surpassing a chosen critical volume are
used to create clusters and retrieve cortical labels (see Turkeltaub et al, 2002 for more information).
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This method of quantitative analysis is highly sensitive to specific cortical regions, thus allowing a
more concise insight into the reading network; and key-differences due to task-demands.
A illustrated by figure 1, two Boolean medical subject headings (MeSH) searches were conducted to
identify peer-reviewed studies of BOLD-fMRI studies available online. It was found that including
task-specific keywords (i.e. [AND/OR] “lexical”, “decision”, “task”, “LDT”, “single”) did not generate
any novel finds; and were only explicitly included in a second search in order to check whether the
initial search had been thorough.
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Fig. 1. PRISMA flow diagram showing the literature search pipeline. PubMed and Web of Science
(WoS) databases were searched independently and cross-overs of relevant papers were examined
before conducting back searches. Once exclusion criteria had been applied 126 foci from 9 studies
contributed to the LDT data set, whilst 316 foci from 14 studies contributed to the SWR data set. All
foci were mapped onto the MNI152 template following a transformation algorithm for foci provided
in Talaraich coordinates.
Inclusion criteria were drawn so that the fundamental aspects of the tasks used single words, nonwords or letter-strings; and decisions based around the question: “Is it a word?” constituted
eligibility for LDT. Similar paradigms such as “does it sound like or mean the same [as a prime
word]?” were not up for inclusion since these paradigms incorporate a priming or memorisation
element. Go/no-go studies were included within the LDT dataset, on the basis that both paradigms
require a response to stimulus based upon a judgement of lexicality. The subtle difference between
LDT and go/no-go tasks is that in go/no-go, participants are required to read real word stimuli aloud
and remain unresponsive to nonwords, whereas judgments in LDT are ‘yes/no’ responses (Perea et
al, 2002). It could be argued that go/no-go tasks are therefore qualitatively similar to SWR aloud
paradigms as well as LDT; but the shared traits between SWR aloud and go/no-go tasks involve
articulation – which is often modelled out of the data. Therefore, the decisional mechanism is of
interest in this meta analysis; and so go/no-go tasks are grouped with LDT.
Both region of interest (ROI) studies were of interest in addition to whole-brain data, as clusters
retrieved by the ALE algorithm are independent of each other, i.e. the likelihood that a given cluster
reaches statistical significance does not depend on that of any other cluster, regardless of whether it
contains foci either exclusive to, or a combination of whole-brain and ROI data. Rather, including
ROI data in addition to whole-brain data will add power to a cluster. It is statistically improbable
that a BOLD activation in a given region would reach significance in an ROI study but not a wholebrain analysis
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Our exclusion criteria covered studies of learning, left-handedness, non-English dialects, memory
and sentence reading, in order to further restrict potential task-related differences. Foci
irretrievable in either MNI or Talairach space were also excluded since it is uncommon practice to
use any other type of stereotactic co-ordinate system for group-level data; and the ALE software
cannot account for individual head-spaces when modelling the foci onto a 3D template. Foci that
were not significant or reported as deactivations were excluded. Negative BOLD responses are not
commonly reported and their neural underpinnings are poorly understood, therefore, any negative
BOLD values in our data would be difficult to interpret and lack practical value. Reporting negative
BOLD changes is rare; but their inclusion would be likely to incur power issues; and thus have a
dampening effect in the pooled data (Fox et al, 1998).
When extracting BOLD foci, if single participant and group-level data were reported, only the group
data was included. However, if only statistically significant single participant data were reported, it
was still included on the basis that the ALE algorithm accounts for differences in group size by
weighting foci modelled on the 3D template (see Turkletaub et al, 2002 for further information).
When multiple contrasts were reported, task versus baseline results were prioritised to avoid
repeatedly sampling activations included in multiple contrasts. Contrasts not specific to word
processing (e.g. faces > words, in Woodhead et al; 2011) were ignored; but in the absence of task >
baseline foci, word-specific contrasts (e.g. words > faces, in Woodhead et al; 2011) were included for
because activations in these contrasts are based on lower-level task > baseline comparisons.
However, baseline comparisons were considered preferable, as it is likely that some reading-specific
activations could be dampened by a task > task comparison relative to a task > baseline. In the same
light as ROI foci, non-baseline comparisons still include voxel activations statistically independent
from those elsewhere in the cortex, so can still be considered useful by contributions to the analysis
as a whole.
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In all, 1314 papers were found in PubMed; and the Web of Science database produced a further
2010 search results; but no relevant findings and after duplicates were removed. Abstracts from
articles of interest were read to assess for methodological practices in concordance with the
inclusion criteria, if this need was met, the method and results sectioned were read in their entirety
to ensure there were no grounds for exclusion. Papers that used SWR or LDT paradigms alongside
an additional task were included but only task-specific contrasts were extracted.

2.2 ALE Methods
The ALE method averages statistically significant focal activations using 3D labels given in
stereotactic space, weighted by group size (Turkletaub et al, 2002). This solution overcomes spatial
uncertainty issues associated with using fixed foci; and better allowing for false-effects and multiplecomparisons to be compensated for in the ALE algorithm (Laird et al, 2005). Initially, a single-level
analysis is used to describe all the pooled data within a given group, secondarily to this, a
subtraction analysis retrieves both shared and unique clusters of activation between 2 data-sets.
The GingerALE 2.3.6 software package (Eickenhoff et al, 2009, 2011, 2012 & 2016; Turkeltaub et al,
2012) was used to conduct this meta-analysis, whereby foci in Talairach space were transformed
into MNI(SPM) space using a reverse Lancaster transform (Lancaster et al, 2007) and applied to the
less conservative MNI mask in order to account for potential spatial differences between mask-type
(Eickenhoff et al, 2009). The false discovery rate (FDR pIN) was used to control for type 2 error
whilst accounting for multiple comparisons (Chumbley & Friston, 2009; Laird et al, 2005) by finding
ALE scores across 1000 permutations of the original data-set, recording the most statistically
significant; and repeating the process so that only a given percentage of false discoveries are found,
which was set to p<.05 in this study, with no a priori assumptions of the data before anatomical
labels are assigned to common foci. GingerALE software versions predating the 2016 2.3.6 package
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were reported to inaccurately rank P-values during the permutation process, causing data to be
‘right-shifted’ and increasing the likelihood of type 1 error (Eickhoff et al, 2016). Therefore, we
argue that the findings in this study are more dependable than similar meta analyses conducted on
earlier GingerALE softwares.
In order to be able to conduct a thorough review of the available data, contrast-specific foci used in
all the analyses were divided by task-type and are provided in supplementary text B. When foci
were not provided in the paper, authors were contacted where possible.
This resulted in 14 SWR and 9 LDT studies being included in the analysis, including 6 papers
published after Cattinelli et al (2013). All of the data was used for the initial ALE analyses concerned
with SWR, LDT task-related differences (LDT, SWR, LDT > SWR, SWR > LDT). Methodological
differences within SWR studies were investigated (ALOUD, SILENT, ALOUD > SILENT, SILENT >
ALOUD, WORDS, NONWORDS, WORDS > NONWORDS, NONWORDS > WORDS) but only contrasts
where we could be certain of these characteristics were included for this level of investigation.
Since the focus of this meta analysis was to establish the effects of task demands on the reading
network as a whole, foci from words and nonwords were pooled, with nonwords referring to both
pseudowords and consonant strings.
Of the 23 articles that met the inclusion criteria, 14 contained 305 foci from 417 fluent English
participants undergoing SWR tasks and 9 LDT studies detailing 144 foci from 226 fluent English
participants (study characteristics are outlined in supplementary text A). Table I shows
demographics for foci from contrasts of interest used in the ALE analyses but tables showing
contrast-specific foci can be found in supplementary text A. In all, 43% of SWR contrasts were
single-level data, contributing 16 foci coordinates. All 15 contrasts used in the LDT analysis
represented group-level data. A chi-square test found SWR studies were more likely to adopt block
design over event-related (EV); but LDT studies exclusively used EV designs (χ²(1)= 15.7, p<.001, ɸ =
0.83). For LDT studies, control motor/response tasks were noted to assess where decisional/finger11
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tapping movements were subtracted from the active task BOLD in addition to a comparative
condition in the reported contrasts. Interestingly, no LDT study described the use of an additional
decision-making task; and only 2 LDT papers described the use of a motor-control task to account for
finger-tapping responses (Rossell et al, 2001; Bruno et al, 2008). In terms of whole brain or ROI
analyses, there was no difference between SWR and LDT studies.
Within the SWR studies, a chi-square goodness-of-fit test did not find any significant differences
between the use of silent, or aloud reading paradigms (χ²(1) =.23, p>.05, ɸ = .021). The elimination
of some foci from the original SWR group due to combined aloud and silent contrasts showed a
reduction in power, thus clusters were thresholded so CLI FDRpN = .05. Within the reading aloud
studies, only one study included a control-task to accommodate articulatory artefacts (Seghier et al,
2008). All clusters found in the single task estimates survived a significance threshold of p<.05 when
the minimum cluster volume threshold was set at 100mm³ and the number of threshold
permutations was set to 1000.

Table I. Studies used in the meta analysis
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Authors (year)

Task

Design

No. of

Tesla

Template

participants

Control/ Contrast

No. of

tasks

foci

Authors

Task

Design

n

Tesla

Template

Task Contrast

N foci

Mano et al, 2013

SWR aloud

Block

8

3

Talairach

Pseudowords, letter

16

strings

Cummine et al,

SWR aloud

Block

20

1.5

Talairach

Pseudowords

20

Church et al, 2011

SWR

EV

24

1.5

Talairach

Rest

13

Purcell et al, 2011

SWR silent

Block

17

3

Talairach

Rest

9

Newman &

LDT

EV

13

4

Talairach

Nonwords &

21

2013

Jonnisse, 2011

Woodhead et al
2011

13

congruency

SWR silent

Block

12

1.5

MNI

Faces, grey noise
images
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SWR aloud

EV

20

3

Talairach

Rest

21

Bruno et al, 2008

LDT

EV

28

3

Talairach

Rest

3

Hauk et al, 2008

SWR silent

Block

21

3

MNI

Rest

11

Seghier et al, 2008

SWR aloud

Block

43

1.5

MNI

Rest

25

Mechelli et al,

SWR silent

Block

6

2

Talairach

False fonts

10

SWR aloud

Block

24

1.5

Talairach

Pseudo & irregular

152

Graves et al, 2010

2006

Binder et al, 2005

words
Dietz et al, 2005
SWR aloud &

Block

16

1.5

MNI

Pseudowords

4

LDT

Block

18

3

Talairach

Rest

10

SWR silent

Block

22

1.5

MNI

False fonts

6

silent
Edwards et al,
2005

Mechelli et al,
2005

Binder et al, 2003
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LDT

EV

24

1.5

Talairach

Nonwords

26

SWR silent

Block

20

1.5

MNI

Pseudowords

10

Rossell et al, 2003

LDT

EV

8

2

MNI

Relatedness

19

Henso et al, 2002

LDT

Block

12

2

Talairach

Nonwords

7

Polk et al, 2002

SWR silent

Block

8

1.5

Talairach

Consonant strings

9

Rossell et al, 2001

LDT

Block

12

1.5

Talaiarach

Rest

8

Kiehl et al, 1999

LDT

Block

6

1.5

Talairach

Rest

19

Mechelli et al,
2003

3. Results
3.1 Single data set ALE
Information regarding retrieved ALE values are described in table 2 and shown in Figure 2. In total,
12 clusters were found for SWR, with the largest in volume and extrema weighted probability score
was formed from 7 foci in the left fusiform gyrus, whilst the second largest cluster was formed from
2 foci but was a very close overlap to cluster 1 in the left fusiform gyrus (Brodmann areas 37).
Across the left cerebral cortex, 5 additional ventral clusters cover the medial, transverse and
superior temporal gyrus (STG) and IFG (Brodmann areas 9, 6, 41 respectively), whilst 5 dorsal
clusters were found along the precuneus, superior and inferior parietal lobule, precentral and medial
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frontal gyri (Brodmann areas 19, 17, 7 and 40; Figure 1). The two right-lateralised clusters are also
the smallest, with the lowest extrema values and are homologous to leftward clusters in the inferior
parietal lobule and IFG (Brodmann areas 7 and 9).
For LDT foci, only 3 clusters were found, with the largest cluster containing 9 foci covering the right
IFG (Brodmann areas 9). Another right-lateralised cluster was found in the fusiform and lingual gyri
(Brodmann areas 19 and 18), whilst the sole leftwards clusters were found in the fusiform gyrus
(Brodmann area 37). Clusters common to both single-set analyses include Brodmann area 37
(fusiform gyrus) in the left hemisphere. Further subtraction analyses were used to examine the
extent of cluster overlap and uniqueness for each paradigm type.

Table 2. Central voxel co-ordinates in MNI152 space and labelled using the AAL atlas in MRIcron
per contrast. (L = left, R = right).

Contrast

SWR

LDT
16

Extrema Value

x

y

z

AAL Label

Brodmann Area

2.27

-50

-48

-8

L Fusiform Gyrus

37

2.26

-50

-8

44

L Precentral Gyrus

4

2.24

-40

28

24

L Middle Frontal Gyrus

9

2.22

-54

-16

8

2.09

-42

-54

-18

L Fusifrm Gyrus

37

2.03

-22

-68

48

L Precuneus

7

2.01

-44

6

26

L Inferior Frontal Gyrus

9

1.95

48

12

24

R Inferior Frontal Gyrus

9

1.94

-24

-98

-4

L Inferior Occipital Gyrus

17

1.81

-4

-2

56

L Medial Frontal Gyrus

6

1.73

34

-56

50

2.51

41

9

28

(10¯²)

L Superior Temporal
Gyrus

R Superior Parietal
Lobule
R Inferior frontal gyrus

41

7
9
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2.13

-38

-60

-14

L Fusiform Gyrus

37

1.75

20

-78

-10

R Lingual Gyrus

18

1.84

-41

-53

-15

L Fusiform gyrus

37

1.73

46

12

24

R Inferior Frontal Gyrus

9

LDT > SWR

3.29

43

6

32

Right precentral gyrus

6

SWR > LDT

..

..

..

..

..

..

LDT + SWR

3.2 Subtraction Analyses
A subtraction analysis was conducted on the single-level SWR and LDT data to identify clusters that
are shared and unique to each paradigm. Unless otherwise stated, all clusters in the subtraction
analyses survived a corrected significance threshold of p<.05 at a permutation threshold of 1000 and
minimum cluster volume of 100mm³. Images are provided in figure 2. A conjunction analysis
showing the correspondence across both SWR and LDT foci confirmed common findings in the single
data set analyses by retrieving 2 shared clusters, the largest of which covers the left fusiform gyrus
(Brodmann area 37), whilst the remaining cluster can be found over the right precentral gyrus
(Brodmann area 6).
A subtraction analysis of SWR > LDT foci found no significant clusters. The only retrievable cluster in
this analysis was located over the left fusiform gyrus when the significance value was uncorrected
for multiple comparisons (Brodman area 37). For the LDT > SWR contrast, only one cluster was
found over the right precentral gyri (Brodmann area 6).
A within SWR subtraction analysis was conducted to explore potential differences between aloud
and silent conditions; and found only very subtle differences in cortical activation patterns that
related to speech production and perception in reading. More details on this analysis can be found
in supplementary texts B & C.
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Figure 2. Clusters retrieved from SWR, LDT and conjunction analyses rendered on inflated cortical
surfaces, accompanied by a view of all clusters in the transverse plane (left = left, right = right). All
clusters survived FDR multiple comparison correction when p<.05. SWR + LDT images only show
clusters shared between tasks, LDT > SWR shows clusters specific to LDT in comparison to SWR. SWR
> LDT did not retrieve clusters after FDR correction.

4. Discussion
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The aim of this meta analysis was to provide quantitative summations of the two most prevalent
experimental tasks used to investigate English single word reading in fMRI (SWR & LDT), in order to
assess their differences and therefore establish the extent to which task-demands can affect the
data. Our results show that both tasks retrieve common left lateralised clusters in regions
associated with orthographic processing; and to some smaller extent, semantic processing, which
are assumed to reflect common cognitive activity. Interestingly, the LDT clusters were not found to
be associated with phonological processing; but instead executive language, decision-making and
motor-planning functions. We found a heavily predictable clear left-lateralized reading network in
SWR, which was only partially evident in LDT, so we suggest that SWR and LDT are measuring
different psychological phenomena that share functions associated with reading sub processes.

4.1 Single Word Reading
The single dataset analysis for SWR clusters distributed across the left cortical hemisphere in regions
that have previously been heavily associated with orthographic, phonological and semantic
processing, which closely resemble previous meta analytic results (Turkletaub et al, 2002; Vigneau et
al, 2011; Cattinelli et al, 2013). The cluster with the highest weighted-centre was located over the
left posterior fusiform gyrus, which is responsible for word and letter storage (Moore & Price, 1999;
Dehaene et al, 2002; Deheane et al, 2005; Wang et al, 2011); and processing contours and simple
patterns, like alphabetic letters (Puce et al, 1996; Ishai et al, 2000; Carreiras et al, 2007; Wang et al,
2011). Other clusters were found in the left inferior and middle temporal gyri which are both
involved with word retrieval (Nobre et al, 1994; Price et al, 1996; Paulesu et al, 2001) and spelling
(Rapcsak & Beeson, 2004), indicating that orthographic processes may be the most critical
components of SWR reading.
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The remaining clusters are distributed ventrally along the left superior temporal lobe toward the
inferior frontal lobe; and along left dorsal parietal and frontal areas. Ventral clusters lie on the STG
approximate to Wernicke’s area and the primary auditory cortex, for language-specific
comprehension, semantic processing; and orthographic-phoneme conversion (Paulesu et al, 2001;
Poldrack et al, 2001; Bigler et al, 2007; Visser & Ralph, 2011). The insular cluster corresponds to
previous findings linking the region to visual-auditory integration and phonological processing and
language comprehension (Engelien et al, 1995; Habib et al, 1995; Hyman & Tranel, 1989; Mutschler
et al, 2009). Interestingly, IFG activation was found bilaterally for SWR tasks which is indicative of
semantic association (Vingerhoets et al, 2003). Whilst the left IFG is prolifically associated with
semantic comprehension (Costafreda et al, 2006), the right IFG is better associated with executive
processes that govern semantic comprehension (Vigneau et al, 2011). As the clusters for SWR are
spatially distributed along regions associated with semantic and phonological processing, our
findings are in keeping with ventral and dorsal visual and reading routes predicted by the dual-route
theory of reading and connectionist models (Plaut et al, 1996; Coltheart et al, 2001; Vigneau et al,
2006, 2011)) and add weight to findings from functional connectivity studies (Hampson et al, 2005)
The remaining clusters include the precuneus, precentral and medial frontal gyri which have been
related to attention and visuospatial processes (Simon et al, 2002; Knauff et al, 2003; Cattinelli et al,
2013). Meanwhile, activity found within the inferior parietal lobule (IPL) remains difficult to specify,
although it is generally accepted that activity in this region is involved in language comprehension
and orthography-phonology conversion (Clark et al, 2000; Moore & Price, 1999), articulation
(Takayama et al, 1993; Brown et al, 2009) and semantic-phonological mediation (Jindal & Liu et al,
2006). However, there is much debate in the literature over the precise roles of the inner regions
within the IPL such as the angular gyrus (AG), which itself is sub-dividable into areas related to both
default mode network and language-related activities amongst others (Long et al, 2008; Greicius et
al, 2009; Seghier et al, 2010 & 2013). To illustrate, the left AG is understood to be involved with left
– right discrimination (Hirnstein et al, 2011); and semantic integration (Seghier et al, 2010), whereas
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the right AG plays an essential role in guiding visuospatial attention (Cattaneo et al, 2009),
orthography – phonology conversion (Clark et al, 2000), pseudoword reading (Horwitz et al, 1998)
and phonological assessments (Hartwigsen et al, 2010). Bilateral AG activity could be indicative of a
left-to-right stream of letter processing; and would be an interesting avenue of investigation as it
may contribute to serial or parallel theories of reading. As this is a meta-analysis and not first-level
experimental data, it would be too far to conjecture the role(s) of the IPL in SWR; but from looking
cross the body of fMRI literature, it is clear that the precise nature of activity occurring within these
sub-regions require further investigation to clarify.

4.2 Lexical Decision Task
The most weighted and perhaps controversial cluster in LDT covered the right IFG and precentral
gyrus, which are attributed to having key executive and working memory functions, not specific to
language or meaning (Vigneau et al, 2011), including inhibiting responses (Menon et al, 2001; Rubia
et al, 2003; Aron et al, 2004; Nakic et al, 2006; Hampshire et al, 2010) and planning finger and eye
movements (Yousry et al, 1997; Muggleton et al, 2003). Importantly, nonwords are a vital
component of LDT and go/no-go tasks, whereby the typical response method is to button press or
verbalise a real word and refrain from responding to a nonword. Since the right IFG has been linked
to response inhibition and words and nonwords were pooled in this meta analysis, it would not be
overly presumptuous to assume that response inhibitions could be infiltrating the measured reading
activation for nonwords.
Similarly, right IFG activity can further represent nonword conditions by having been associated with
facilitating word and syllable segregation and silent reading of pseudowords when spelling-sound
consistency is not readily accessed (Poldrack et al, 1999). This notion corroborates with the copresence of the right-lateralised lingual gyrus cluster, which has been shown to be recruited in LDT
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studies for assisting orthographic processes when alphabetic readers process word-like patterns
with similar contour characteristics as orthographic symbols or random letter strings (Changizi et al,
2006; Vogel et al, 2013).
Since LDT paradigms require hasty judgements of lexicality, it could be argued that the lack of left
IFG activation relative to SWR indicates that semantic input may not always be a necessary
component and some responses can be made superficially. The presence of the left fusiform gyri
cluster in the absence of other well-defined reading regions suggests that rapid lexicality judgements
can be based mostly on orthographic access (Vingerhoets et al, 2003). New research supports this
notion by suggesting that lexicality can be judged within first instances (Gwiliams et al, 2017), which
would mean that the emphasis on speedily and accurate responses in LDT could promote pattern
recognition styles of processing in place of reading.

4.3 Subtraction analysis: SWR vs LDT
Prior to subtraction, a conjunction analysis was conducted to assess the extent of the overlap
between SWR and LDT. Out of the 3 all-LDT clusters, 2 were shared with SWR: left fusiform and right
precentral gyri. Since orthographic access is a shared necessity for completing either task, the left
fusiform cluster is not surprising. As has been discussed, the right IFG has been found to be facilitate
word and syllable segregation and phonological processing when spelling-sound consistency is not
readily accessed (Poldrack et al, 1999). Nonwords were pooled with real words in the SWR and LDT
datasets in order to investigate the extent of task demands on the reading network as a whole which
could explain the presence of this shared cluster.
For the LDT > SWR analysis, the most weighted cluster was again found over the right inferior frontal
and precentral gyrus. On top of extra semantic and phonological processing, the right IFG has also
been associated with response inhibition as previously discussed; and like the all-LDT findings this
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cluster may have even more relevance to LDT tasks when the precentral gyrus is considered. The
right frontal eye field is again implicated and is strongly associated with planning saccadic eye
movements and guiding visual attention (Muggleton et al, 2003; Buschman & Miller, 2009); and the
precentral gyrus aids planning and executing motor movements of the hands (Yousry et al, 1997;
Connolly et al, 2002).
Despite hand-movements being an integral part of the response modality, the right hand was used
throughout all studies, which would be expected to promote left-lateralised activity. However, a
meta analysis of finger tapping studies found that in response to target visual cues activity in the
right inferior frontal region can co-occur with bilateral occipital activity, similar to the findings in this
meta analysis (Witt et al, 2008). Perhaps an assumption when conducting LDT studies is that finger
and eye movements will be subtracted from the BOLD response when comparing correct responses
to target stimuli from across two conditions. In this review, 4 studies provided foci from active
versus rest comparisons (see Supplementary text A) and only one of these studies explicitly stated
the use of a subtractive finger-tapping task (Rossell et al, 2001). Furthermore, it cannot be ruled out
that anticipation of an upcoming target trial may also be affecting saccadic movements in ways that
cannot be subtracted when compared to a rest condition. Without experimental manipulation it is
difficult to ascertain the relevance of this cluster. Yet it seems clear that a large part of this
activation is likely to result from the task demands of LDT on top of extra semantic and phonological
processing. Moreover, a decisional mechanism coupled with an emphasis on a speedy and accurate
behavioural response in LDT could be affecting how participants anticipate upcoming trials when
responding correctly/quickly/slowly and to words/nonwords etc. For certain better caution could be
applied in future LDT studies to avoid motor response contamination.
In the SWR > LDT analysis, no statistically significant clusters were found which was somewhat
unexpected. SWR is a slower process than LDT, more deliberate consideration of the stimulus is
allowed which should bolster the BOLD response (Cohen et al, 2002; Gould et al, 2016). In this meta
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analysis we aimed to constrain as much variance as possible in attempts to enhance consistency
across tasks so differences are a direct result of task demands. One could argue that stringent
inclusion criteria could ultimately lead to a relative paucity of data; but we do not expect this to be
the ultimate case, nor do we expect that there are no quantitative differences between SWR and
LDT since there are obvious qualitative ones. Instead, two similar explanations for a lack of
statistically significant clusters in SWR > LDT comparisons come to light.
Firstly, changing semantic, phonological and frequency characteristics have been shown to interact
for successful known word reading - which leads to fluctuating recruitment of regions along the
reading network in SWR (Graves et al, 2010; Cummine et al, 2013); but this has yet to be shown at
the whole-brain level using LDT. Thus as the rapid response element of LDT can encourage
superficial judgements of lexicality (Vingerhoets et al, 2003; Gwilliams et al, 2017), then it would be
assumed that the neural response is more consistent across words compared to fluctuating SWR
activity (Graves et al, 2010; Cummine et al, 2013). Interestingly, experimental work suggests that
differences between LDT and SWR only small differences in the neural responses to changes in
lexicality exist across tasks independent of task demands (Carrieras et al, 2007); but potential
differences will certainly be exaggerated in meta analyses.
Secondly, the SWR dataset used for this meta analysis was composed of aloud and silent reading
data, so even though it is standard practice to remove articulation activations from reading aloud
measurements (Perea et al, 2001), variance as a result of differing cognitive engagement and
difficulty leading up to the articulation process of words and nonwords can still affect the BOLD
response and further increase the variance (Taylor, Rastle & Davis, 2014). Therefore, voxel
coordinates reported across SWR tasks could be more likely to be spread more diffusely across the
cortex, which would diminish the odds of clusters surviving statistical thresholds relative to a more
consistent LDT dataset in an ALE meta analysis. Greater consistency across LDT BOLD measurements
can provide reasonable explanation for an absence of SWR > LDT clusters after multiple comparison
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correction. Although further work investigating differences between SWR and LDT for words and
nonwords is required simply to better quantify the differences between tasks, it is accepted that
varying lexical traits are also representative of typical reading in English.

4.4 Additional Analyses: Single word reading – silent and aloud reading
Since the aim of this meta-analysis was to investigate the influence of task-type on the reading
network, within-task SWR silent vs aloud conditions were investigated. The participant
demographics for the sub SWR analyses are listed in supplementary text B; and a table of results are
provided in supplementary text C. Three clusters remained when subtracting silent from aloud
activations, with the largest spanning the left STG and precentral gyrus. Previous studies have
shown bilateral precentral gyrus activity is implicated in frontal-motor regions heavily associated
with articulation, particularly control of the tongue and larynx (Braun et al, 1997; Bookheimer et al,
2000; Riecker et al, 2000; Brown et al, 2008; Brown et al, 2009). The remaining clusters encompass
the left fusiform gyrus and culmen of the cerebellum – which has previously been implicated to
attention allocation (Kübler et al, 2005; Cattinelli et al, 2013). Only one cluster remained when
subtracting aloud from silent clusters, which was in the left middle temporal gyrus, previously noted
to be associated with word retrieval (Nobre et al, 1994; Price et al, 1996; Paulesu et al, 2001). As
with LDT studies, perhaps reading aloud paradigms should include a control speech task so to ensure
reading-specific neural activations are not flawed by task-specific noise.

4.5 Methodological Implications
Compared to silent reading paradigms, LDT and aloud SWR tasks have the advantage of responses
being used as checking mechanisms to assure the participant can indeed read the stimuli; and that
they are paying attention to the task at hand (Carreiras et al, 2007). Although precautionary, this
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conjecture may be undervaluing the integrity of the participants since there is no evidence to
suggest that the results of reading paradigms are flawed in anyway by reading silently. In fact, silent
reading elicits full lexical, phonological and semantic activity without being tainted by
finger/articulatory motor command activations and minute in-scanner body-movements associated
with a response modality (Hajnal et al, 1994; Yetkin et al, 1995), nor by attentional mechanisms to
the same extent as reading aloud, or LDT. Because of this, there is less opportunity for
misinterpretations of the data. However, we accept that sub vocal activations are highly intertwined
with silent reading as a normal by-product, in fact, readers must learn to inhibit vocalisations in
reading through instruction (Daneman & Newson, 1992), so it should just be accepted as part of the
fundamental reading network despite not contributing to the deciphering of word stimuli.
In LDT however, there is an additional risk of measuring false-positives, as there is heightened
opportunity for incorrectly recognising unknown words (and incorrectly rejecting highly plausible
pseudowords, which will then be incorrectly removed from subsequent analyses) because of
experimental emphasis on the speed of the behavioural response. We do accepted that a definitive
response to target words, such as a binary button-press option, may be essential for addressing
some research questions. Therefore, we suggest a finger tap be used in conjunction with dummy
decision making trials in LDT; and that the speed of the response not be emphasised during the task
if it is not essential to addressing the research question at hand, as it is a prime candidate for what
hinders full lexical and phonological access in LDT.
Finally, aside from the issues between paradigm choices, another constraint to be considered is the
inclusion of English speakers only. It is understood that a large body of data of alphabetic reading
was by-passed in this meta-analysis but orthographic depth has potential to be a large source of
variance; and since there is a large body of literature on native English readers (Share, 2008).
Anyway, a deep orthography like English is likely to strain the reading network and fully utilise
sound-spelling and semantically-driven routes, as there are still many words that follow regular
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spelling-sound rules that are read in a similar style to words in shallow alphabetic orthographies, so
novel substrates should not become apparent if this meta analysis were to be repeated using a
range of orthographic transparencies. However, it would be of interest to conduct a large-scale
study of the normal reading network using shallow and non-alphabetic orthographies so that
differences in activation patterns across the reading network can be clearly disseminated.

5. Conclusion
This meta analysis found that for fMRI studies of fluent monolingual English word reading, SWR tasks
are more than sufficient for eliciting activity across the full network than LDT, which may not depend
on full utilisation of the reading network for successful completion and is far more susceptible to
being flawed by task demands. SWR tasks retrieve highly predictable orthographic, phonological
and semantic related clusters, whereas LDT elicits bilateral orthographic clusters, a relatively smaller
semantic response; and right hemispheric activity more closely associated with decision making and
movement planning. Contrary to conventional practice in neuroimaging, we suggest that validation
mechanisms are not strictly essential for studying typical reading processes and that if a validation
mechanism is required, the full implications of choosing a finger tapping mechanism over single
word reading should be carefully considered.
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